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The most valuable companies in the world today leverage digital technologies 

to disrupt conventional markets and create new markets. 
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Cheap oil monopoly

Total Value : 2.3 Trillion USD Total Value : 9.2 Trillion USD

Source of Value

Consumer IoT + PaaS model

Cloud IaaS + PaaS + SaaS

IaaS + big data

E-commerce + cloud 

Social media + big data

E-commerce + cloud 

World’s top investor

Social media + big data

Financial innovation



Business model innovation enable corporates to disrupt conventional markets, 

yet opportunities are often ignored or pursued slowly for three reasons… 
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Emergent opportunities often have limited market data. Big 

companies are risk-averse to invest without clear market 

intelligence.

Big companies ignore small opportunities (that are tomorrow’s high 

growth businesses).

A company’s accounting metric pull resources toward incremental 

growth in known markets.



… But developing a data-driven revenue streams is increasingly urgent.
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of executives say the 

pandemic is likely to 

accelerate the pace of their 

Digital Transformation.

70%

Digital versions 

of formerly 

analog products 

and/or services

150%
cumulative Shareholder Return 

lead of the best performers in 

2007 over the rest by 2017.

Organizations digital offerings, Business portfolio makeup,

Existing products 

and/or services 

enhanced with new 

digital features

Entirely new 

digital offerings

All other 

respondents

Top economic 

performers

Divested under-

performing businesses

Divested businesses that 

were performing well but 

likely to decline due to digital

Acquired new digital 

businesses for short-

term profitability

Acquired new digital 

businesses for longer-

term profitability (with 

no short-term gain）

All other 
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S o u r c e : M c K i n s e y



This playbook provides an overview of IoT ONE insights on data-driven 

business value and best practices for developing IoT business models.

4

3

1

2

Illustrates the differences between IoT and traditional 

product offerings and business models 

Maps the landscape of IoT business model configurations

Provides a roadmap for IoT business model innovation 

The IoT business model playbook…
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4
4 Introduces practical tools to support digital business growth



Understanding IoT

Business Value

5



IoT solutions integrate the applications, technologies, and requirements of IT and OT 

domains into unified online-offline systems. 
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Internet of Things (IoT)

Technologies

IT and OT technologies are integrated into 

smart, connected systems that extend 

from the edge (the real world) to the cloud. 

Applications

The universe of IoT applications is vast 

due to the ability to bring data-driven 

capabilities to devices, assets, and 

infrastructure. 

Data Flow

• Event based

• Data in motion

• (Near) real time

• Access to ‘big data’

Internet Technology (IT)

Technologies

• Programming languages (Java, SQL, etc.)

• Cloud services (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS)

• Enterprise applications (ERP, MES, etc.)

Applications

• Data ingestion and storage

• Data analytics

• Data sharing and visualization

Data Flow

• Query based

• Data at rest

• Not real time

Operation Technology (OT)

Technologies

• Robotics, equipment, and machinery

• Sensors and actuators

• M2M connectivity (Modbus, Ethernet, etc.)

Applications

• Process control

• Asset monitoring

• Asset and process automation 

Data Flow

• Event based

• Data in motion

• (Near) real time

Emerging Competitive Landscape

Requirements

• Safety

• Resilience

• Reliability 

Requirements

• Privacy

• Security

• Reliability 

Requirements

• Safety

• Privacy 

• Resilience

• Security 

• Reliability 

UNDERSTANDING IOT BUSINESS VALUE



The IoT tech stack is composed of three layers that interface with the 

physical world and are enabled by supporting technologies.
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Application Layer

Cloud Layer

Edge Layer

Physical World

Supporting Technologies

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)

Platform as a Service (PaaS)

Functional Applications
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Edge Intelligence

Sensors

Automation & Control

Assets Devices

Actuators

Analytics and models can be 
performed on the edge or 
cloud layers and is managed 
and visualized in the 
application layer. 

Application infrastructure 
and middleware link 
components of a system 
together and enable the 
development of complex 
systems from individual 
components. 

Cybersecurity and privacy 
solutions must be deployed 
at all levels to minimize the 
risk of the intentional or 
accidental misuse of data or 
physical assets in the real 
world.

Networks and connectivity 
technologies move data in 
and between the layers of 
the technology stack.

Applications are the level of 
the technology stack that 
typical users interact with on 
mobile, wearable, or desktop 
devices.

People / AnimalsInfrastructure

The cloud layer aggregates 
data from multiple IT and OT 
systems and provides 
access to a wide range of 
services. 

The edge layer is integrated 
into the physical world, 
where it obtains and 
processes data and initiates 
action.

Integration of IT capabilities 
into the physical world are 
central to all value created 
by IoT systems. 

UNDERSTANDING IOT BUSINESS VALUE



Data are the fuel for all IoT systems. All incremental value of an IoT product or offering 

is related to data acquisition, processing, integration or exploitation.

8

Generate Acquire Prepare Organize Integrate Visualize

• Obtain data from internal and

/or external source

• Create inventory of data

sources

• Enable access to sources

• Set up access-control rules

• Identify syntax, structure and

semantics for each data source

• Interpret data

• Establish a common data

representation

• Maintain data provenance

• Analyze integrated data

• Present analytic results to a decision maker

• Determine actions to take

Data Acquisition

DecideAnalyze

Data Processing Data Integration Data Exploitation
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Curate

UNDERSTANDING IOT BUSINESS VALUE

Source: This methodology was developed by IoT ONE’s strategic partner Excubate GmbH.



Sources: Definition of data and information as per semiotics ; Definition of Content: https://www.econstor.eu/obitstream/10419/60078/1/719690889.pdf

What do we actually mean with “data-driven”? We often need the context or 

“meta data” to convert raw data into usable information.
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• Sawing speed 9,5 m/s 

= 95% of max.

• Saw is becoming dull

• Projected machine outage 

in 5 days, based on past 

experience

• iPhone notification: “Call 

service to replace blade”

A digital business 

model is enabled by 

the conversion of data 

into useful information 

to improve decision 

making or automate 

processes.

• 010010101010101010010

10101

CONTENT

INFORMATION

DATA

CHARACTER 

SET

010
001
101

+ Syntax

+ Representation

+ Context analysis
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UNDERSTANDING IOT BUSINESS VALUE

https://www.econstor.eu/obitstream/10419/60078/1/719690889.pdf


The Internet of Things requires a mindset shift in order to leverage new ways to 

create, capture and distribute value.
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S o u r c e : S M A R T  D E S I G N ,  I o T  O N E

Traditional Product Mindset IoT Product Mindset

Value 

Creation

Customer Needs
Solve for existing needs and lifestyle in a 

reactive manner

Address real-time and emergent needs in a 

predictive manner

Offerings
Stand alone product that becomes obsolete over 

time

Product refreshes through over-the-air updates 

and has portfolio synergy value 

Role of Data
Isolated point data is used for future product 

requirements

Information convergence creates the product 

experience and enables services

Value

Capture

Path to Profit Sell the next product or device Enable recurring revenue

Control Points
Potentially includes commodity advantages, IP 

ownership, & brand

Adds personalization and context; network 

effects between products

Capability Development
Leverage core competencies, existing resources 

& processes

Understand how other ecosystem partners make 

money

Value 

Distribution

Financial Flow
One-directional flow of financial value from 

buyers to suppliers

Complex flow of financial value between a 

network of solution contributors 

Timing
Fixed payments for pre-determined sums at pre-

determined times

Flexible payments that differ based on market 

conditions and real-time transactions

UNDERSTANDING IOT BUSINESS VALUE



Why is a specific business model development approach required for IoT solutions? 
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IoT offers unique growth 

opportunities in many industries. 

At the same time, a complex 

technology stack and value chain 

must be developed in order to realize 

those possibilities. This presents 

specific requirements for the design 

of IoT business models.

Business model development 

begins with understanding 

customer needs and deriving a 

compelling value proposition. 

However, in many cases a specific 

context already exists. These very 

context-driven cases require a 

structured approach to eliminate 

blind spots. Three domains need to 

be bridged: the operational 

technologies (OT), information 

technologies (IT), and the business. 

S o u r c e : B o s c h  I o T  L a b  

1

2

3

4

Extend scope beyond the company level to the ecosystem level 

In most IoT scenarios, value creation happens within an ecosystem with multidirectional 

value and service streams between various stakeholders. It is necessary to obtain a holistic 

view of all relevant stakeholders, their contributions, and their goals. 

Track and visualize complex value streams within the stakeholder network 

Traditional approaches to illustrate value chains fall short of capturing value added in the 

context of IoT because they assume linear value chains from suppliers down to customers. 

Synergies and dependencies between nodes are critical drivers of value creation. 

Explicitly consider the value proposition for all key stakeholders 

To foster sustainable value creation within a stakeholder network, it is crucial that all 

contributing parties have incentives to participate in the network. This requires considering 

the value proposition for key stakeholders in early phases of business model development. 

Consider data as an asset within and beyond the actual opportunity 

Connected devices can capture a wide variety of data. This data can be leveraged either as 

value adding services within the existing business model or in new business models. This 

may include direct data monetization, value-added services, or other offerings. 

UNDERSTANDING IOT BUSINESS VALUE



IoT Business Model

Configurations

12



All IoT business model configurations involve the servitization of data, processes, 

and / or products. 
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IoT business models can be highly differentiated but they all involve 

iterations of one or more of the three common business model variants.

DATA as a SERVICE

Data-as-a-Service solutions enable new insights by bundling both data 

and the algorithms needed to interpret it into a single package. For 

example, predictive maintenance solutions monitor industrial equipment 

and alert operators when algorithms indicate that maintenance is required. 

PROCESS as a SERVICE

Process-as-a-Service solutions enable improved operational efficiency by 

deploying sensors, services, and connectivity to monitor or automate 

processes. For example, providers of asset tracking solutions provide 

visibility into supply chain processes.

PRODUCT as a SERVICE

Product-as-a-Service solutions enable new offerings by fusing physical 

products, services, and monitoring software to replace owning an 

asset with subscribing to use the asset for a fee. For example, industrial 

equipment can be offered on a pay-per-use basis. 

3 Central IoT

Business 

Model Variants

IOT BUSINESS MODEL CONFIGURATIONS



Problems & Needs Customer Segment & Market

Functional & Tech. Solution Value Proposition Channels & Growth

Revenue Streams & Pricing

Cost Structure & Cost Drivers

Key Resources & Technologies Key Activities

Key Partners 

Auction “What if your 

customers can 

bid for your 

products or 

services?”

Barter
“What if you 

barter your 

products 

instead of 

selling them?”

Crowd Buying
“What if your 

customers 

crowd-finance 

your products 

or services?”

Crowd 

Sourcing

“What if you 

crowd-source 

the design, 

components or 

features of 

your offering?”

Cut Out The 

Middleman

“What if you 

sell your 

products and 

services 

directly to your 

customers?”

Flatrate 
“What if you 

offer a flatrate

for using your 

products or 

services?”

Fractional 

Ownership
“What if your 

products get 

shared within a 

community of 

customers?”

Freemium
“What if your 

product 

becomes 

available for 

free?”

Data Is The 

New Oil

“What if you 

offer free 

services but 

commercialize 

your customer 

data?”

Lock-in “What if you 

offer a modular 

but integrated 

product & 

service 

portfolio?”

No Frills “What if you 

reduce your 

products and 

services to 

their core value 

proposition?”

Pay Per Use –

On Demand

“What if your 

customers can 

flexibly use 

your products 

and services 

on demand?”

Name Your 

Price

“What if your 

customers can 

“pay what they 

want” for your 

products & 

services?”

Peer-to-peer “What if you 

provide a 

platform to 

connect 

demand and 

supply?”

Performance 

Based

“What if you 

get paid for the 

value you 

create with 

your products 

or services?”

Razor And 

Blade

“What if you 

offer your basic 

service or 

product for free 

and charge for 

consumables?”

Self-service “What if you 

externalize or 

internalize value 

chain steps 

around your 

offering?

Subscription “What if you 

offer your 

products or 

services as a 

subscription 

model?”

€

14

There are 18 

Business Model 

Archetypes 

that can be 

utilized

IOT BUSINESS MODEL 

CONFIGURATIONS



The value that IoT solutions generate can both be monetized through external 

customers and provided to internal customers to maximize the aggregate benefit. 
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Time-based  Usage-basedUser-based  Benefit SharingOutcome-basedMonetization

Customer

Insight

Cross-sellingCustomer

Retention

R&D

Efficiency

Service

Efficiency
Internal Value

Access services on 

a daily, weekly or 

monthly basis.

Invoice monthly 

based on usage 

metrics such as data 

volume or API calls.

Access services 

based on the 

number of users 

(may be combined 

with time-based).

Provide the service 

for free and share 

upside based on a 

pre-determined 

formula.

Invoice monthly 

based on outcomes 

such as energy 

reductions or OEE 

improvement.

Alignment of Customer Value and Billing Volume HighLow

Gain visibility into 

usage behavior

and customer 

preferences.

Use SaaS / PaaS 

offerings as an entry 

point to upsell cash 

cow product lines.

Increase switching 

costs by 

differentiating and 

creating system 

linkages.

Study usage data 

across the customer 

base to improve next 

generation products.

Leverage process 

visibility to improve 

the efficiency of 

servicing and 

aftersales.

Others?

There are five as-a-

service pricing models 

that can be used to 

monetize IoT business 

models. Outcome-based 

and benefit sharing 

models most precisely 

align value with billing. 

IoT solutions provide 

value to a variety of 

internal stakeholders, 

from R&D to operations 

to maintenance. Value 

capture depends on data 

access.

IOT BUSINESS MODEL CONFIGURATIONS



IoT business models can realize significant benefits in both market performance 

and operations performance.
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Unfair 

Advantage

Key 

Metrics

Revenue 

+ 8 to 13%

Costs 

- 10 to 16%

Sources: Study among 550+ businesses worldwide cross-industrial; Business Application Research Center

This methodology was developed by IoT ONE’s strategic partner Excubate GmbH.

Market 
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IOT BUSINESS MODEL CONFIGURATIONS



Example: Schindler uses machine-learning to order spare parts for repairs, increase 

equipment uptime, and decrease repair time and overall maintenance service expenses.
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Key 

Metrics

Problems and Needs Customer Segments & Markets

Functional & 

Technical Solution
Value Proposition Channels & Growth

Revenue Streams & Price Model

Cost Structure & Driver

Key Resources & Technologies Key Activities

Key Partner

Unfair 

advantage
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Schindler produces, installs, maintains, and modernizes elevators & escalators in public, residential, commercial, and high -rise

buildings. 

# B2C

Maintenance process 

optimization

AI monitors machinery in realtime via sensors

AI identifies & forecasts maintenance issues

AI recommends measures & sends 

technician

01

02

03
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IOT BUSINESS MODEL CONFIGURATIONS



Multiple dimensions need to be considered when designing an IoT business model due 

to the complexity presented by data centrality, deep tech stacks, and network effects. 
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Business Model Type Internal efficiency gains New internal services New external services

Data sources Internal existing Internal self generated External acquired Customer provided External free available

Aggregation Level Individual data Aggregated data

Key activity Generation Acquisition Preparation Organization Integration Analytics Visualization Decision

Offering Data Information/ Knowledge Non-data product/service

Target Customer B2B B2C

Revenue Model Asset sale Leasing Licensing Data-aaS Process-aaS Product-aaS Advertising

Privacy Non-personal data Personal data Personal data anonymized Personal data pseudonymized

Approval required Yes No

Privacy 

Communication
Proactive Transparent Vague/Reactive
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IOT BUSINESS MODEL CONFIGURATIONS

Source: This methodology was developed by IoT ONE’s strategic partner Excubate GmbH.



Example: Schindler’s data-driven elevator maintenance service is oriented around 

internal efficiency gains from internally managed assets.
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Business Model Type Internal efficiency gains New internal services New external services

Data sources Internal existing Internal self generated External acquired External customer provided External free available

Aggregation Level Individual data Aggregated data

Key activity Generation Acquisition Preparation Organization Integration Analytics Visualization Decision

Offering Data Information/ Knowledge Non-data product/service

Target Customer B2B B2C

Privacy Non-personal data Personal data Personal data anonymized Personal data pseudonymized

Approval required Yes No

Privacy 

Communication
Proactive Transparent Vague/Reactive
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Revenue Model Asset sale Leasing Licensing Data-aaS Process-aaS Product-aaS Advertising

IOT BUSINESS MODEL CONFIGURATIONS



IoT Business Model

Innovation

20



A clear scope that aligns with long term strategic objectives is crucial when defining 

where to invest in data utilization and data-driven business models.

21

• Significant revenue increase through creation of new business models and revenue streams

• Better understanding of customers, their needs, and potential solutions

• Major cost reductions through streamlined operations and thereby higher overall  efficiency

IoT business models offer great opportunities to differentiate… 

• How can we create value with our company resources in a data-driven way?

• What are our company’s use cases?

• Which part of our business can we further refine with data?

• How can data be managed effectively across the external supply chain and internal value chain?

… but a clear scope is necessary for successful implementation
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IOT BUSINESS MODEL INNOVATION



Five principles are important to consider when developing IoT business models
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Document and validate assumptions that have an impact on the business model: Throughout business model 
development process, many assumptions are made about target groups, market size, user acceptance, technical 
feasibility, costs, etc. It is crucial to document them and to explore on how much they affect the business model. 

S o u r c e : B o s c h  I o T  L a b  

IOT BUSINESS MODEL CONFIGURATIONS

3

1

2

4

5

Align business model to overall company strategy: To ensure strategic fit, validate at an early stage whether and how 
the opportunity contributes to the overall company strategy. This can be done in the idea selection phase, using 
checklists that represent key values or strategic goals of the company. 

Identify key drivers of value: Adopt a user-centered approach when defining the IoT offering, starting by defining the 
value proposition and assessing which parts of the solution are central to the value proposition. 

Assign tasks to internal and external stakeholders according to their capabilities: To minimize costs and efforts 
and maximize value, use a resource-based view to allocate resources. Determine what capabilities are required for the 
IoT offering and which stakeholder can best provide them. Do not aim to build the entire stack if partners are available.

Future-proof business models at an early stage: Consider how to ensure sustained economic viability of the business 
model as early as possible. Aspects might include data rights, technological evolution, human resources, or network 
dynamics. Expect both the solution and the external dynamics to evolve constantly.



How to turn data into profits: Four steps towards a data-driven IoT business model.
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Ideation

Understand customer problem

Understand

customers’ 

problem

Design

Generate business concepts

Validation

Prototype & test

Market Entry

Implementation 

Do we have a problem 

worth solving?

• Figure out the need in the 

market or internally

(problem first!)

• Scope data required to solve 

the problem, e.g.

− Internally existing or 

generated 

− Externally acquired

Can we find a 

solution to solve it?

• Ideate Ideas (e.g. Design 

Thinking approach)

• Define business model 

components, estimate value

• Define key data activities:

− Data generation, 

processing, analytics 

− …

How do we scale 

a business?

• Build go-to-market and deliver 

revenues/ margins

• Iterate on the business model

• Add functionality to MVP

• Draw learnings and repeat with 

additional IoT business models

How do we deliver on 

the promise?

• Develop MVP, incl. actual 

access to data

• Analyze data and visualize/ 

leverage insights

• Constantly iterate with 

customers and users

Problem-Solution fit Business model-Market fitData-Problem fit
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IOT BUSINESS MODEL INNOVATION



Many stakeholders will be involved in the journey from idea to validated business 

model but a core team should own the process from beginning to end.
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Ideation: 1 – 3 weeks Design: 2 – 4 weeks Validation: 4 – 8 weeks

1. Map disruptions and trends

Cross-functional team

2. Identify threats to existing business

Cross-functional team

3. Identify opportunities for new 

business

Cross-functional team

4. Sketch threats and opportunities

Cross-functional team

5. Define value drivers and success 

levers

Core team

6. Rank and prioritize opportunities

Core team / Steering committee

7. Create product storyboards

Core team 

8. Map solution technology stack

Core team + technology experts 

9. Analyze stakeholder networks  

Core team + business experts 

10. Decide “build-buy-partner”

Core team + technology & business 

experts 

11. Build IoT business model canvas

Core team  

12. Complete business case

Core team + controlling experts 

13. Identify challenges 

Core team + functional experts

14. Define key hypotheses to validate

Core team

15. Implement validation plans 

Core team

16. Plan Business model scenario

Core team + controlling & planning 

experts

IOT BUSINESS MODEL INNOVATION

Market Entry: 8 – 16 weeks 

17. Choose a medium of entry

Core team + business experts

18. Define prospecting strategy

Core team + business experts

19. Test the market with MVP

Core team + business experts

20. Monitor actual business case

Core team

21. Iterate the product

Core team

22. Draw learnings

Core team + cross-functional team

1 2 3 4



Ideation is driven by a combination of value chain and technology disruptions and 

trends that present opportunities for new business and threats to existing models. 
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Applications

Analytics

Cloud

Connectivity

Hardware

Data

Customers

Distributors

Suppliers

R&D Partners

Competitors

Regulators

Applications

Analytics

Cloud

Connectivity

Hardware

Data

Customers

Distributors

Suppliers

R&D Partners

Competitors

Regulators

Technology

Disruptions

& Trends
Value Chain

Disruptions

& Trends

How are UX and UI requirements changing for B2B users?  

What new insights can be derived from 

advanced analytics?

How can the cloud enable new services 

and improve the cost structure?

What new use cases are 

enabled by 5G and LPWAN?

What new data can be captured 

with low cost sensors?

How will integration of data from internal and 

external sources enable value creation?

How are customer requirements shifting as they digitalize their operations?

How is the role of distributors evolving?

Are suppliers becoming competitors in 

blue ocean digital markets?

Which new technology domains will 

become future core competencies?

What non-traditional competitors are 

entering into your markets?

How do new regulations impact demand 

for data-driven services?

STEP 1: IDEATION 1 2 3 4



Data driven business model innovation requires answering a wide range of questions 

related to the customer, product, internal organization, and partner network.
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IoT Business Model Elements Key Functions Disruption Key Questions (illustrative)

Value Propositions BU / Marketing High How does our value proposition change? How do we communicate it?

Customer Segments Sales / Marketing Low Does our segmentation change? Are we able to more precisely segment customers? 

Customer Relationships Sales / Marketing Low Do our relationship management practices change? Can we access customers in new ways?

Channels Sales / Marketing Moderate Do our channels change? Are our existing channels still relevant?

Solution Development Model  R&D High Will we build, buy or partner to acquire new capabilities needed to deliver the solution?

Technology Stack R&D Moderate How will our tech stake evolve? Do our core technical competencies need to change?

Data Availability, Ownership & Access BU / Legal / R&D High What data provides value? For who? How do we acquire it? Who owns it? Who can access it? 

Revenue Streams / Pricing Model BU High How can our revenue model more precisely map to value? Can we better segment price?  

Value Tracking & Segmentation BU High What internal/external stakeholders derive value? Can we track the value we deliver?  

Key Activities Operations Moderate How will our value stream evolve to operate this business? What activities will be externalize?

Key Partners BU / Marketing Moderate Which partners are needed for solution development, go to market, and servicing?  

Stakeholder Interactions Strategy / BU High How do stakeholders in the solution network interact with us and with each other?

Talent HR Low Do we have the required talent to build this business? If not, how will we train or acquire it?  

Cost Structure Operations Moderate How will our cost structure evolve? Can we externalize fixed costs or financial risk?

Privacy & Security Risks Legal / Finance Moderate What risks does the new solution present? For who? How do we mitigate them?

Balance Sheet Impact Finance High How does the change in asset ownership model impact our cash and capital situation?  

Legacy Business Disruption Strategy / BU High How will the new business impact our existing revenue streams? Is cannibalization a concern?

Stakeholder Disruption Strategy / BU High Will we compete with customers, collaborate with competitors, or disrupt existing channels?

STEP 1: IDEATION 1 2 3 4
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The business model design process is guided by 3 canvases, each addressing critical 

questions to why, what and how to create a competitive business model.

STEP 2: DESIGN

1. WHY: define change factors, business impacts, and 

opportunities.

2. WHAT: develop alternative IoT Business Model Canvases. 

3. HOW: identify implementation challenges and validation activities.

1

2

3

1 2 3 4



There is no one “right” answer to “build, buy, or partner” for a particular element of 

the tech stack. The decision is based on competencies and strategic positioning.
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Common considerations
Strongly 

agree
Agree Disagree

D
im

e
n

s
io

n
s

Organization

We have the requisite skill set and resources to build a best -in-class technology. Build Partner Buy

The organization is highly committed to maintaining technical leadership. Build Partner Buy

We have sufficient understanding about future market requirements. Build Buy Partner

Product

The technology involves critical intellectual property that we need to own. Build Partner Buy

The technology strongly impacts solution functionality and user experience. Build Partner Buy

Market

Existing solutions cannot be found in the market at a reasonable price. Build Partner Buy

Developing the technology will not impact our time to market. Build Partner Buy

In
s
id

e
O

u
ts

id
e

The decision of whether to build, buy or partner to acquire each element of your solution’s tech stack has far reaching 

consequences on competitiveness and profitability. No company can build a full tech stack internally, so tradeoffs must be reached.

1. Evaluate the impact on the business model canvas under different build, buy, or partner scenarios for key technologies.

2. Assess your company’s technology development capabilities. Identify gaps and determine what is required to fill them.

3. Identify your company’s risk tolerance. Determine the risks associated with each tactic and assess mitigation possibilities.

1 2 3 4STEP 2: DESIGN



IoT Technology Stack

Device 

Hardware

Device 

Software Connectivity

Cloud

Platform

Cloud 

Applications

D
e
c
is

io
n

 A
re

a
s

User Experience

Data

Business

Technology

Security

Standards & Regulations

The IoT Decision Framework provides a structured process for assessing potential 

challenges and risks across the tech stack and key decision areas.  
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Source: Daniel Elizalde (modified by IoT ONE)

Validated

Uncertain

Urgent

Status Key

The IoT Decision Framework 

guides the identification of 

expected solution 

implementation challenges

STEP 3: VALIDATION 1 2 3 4



A company’s portfolio of solutions should also be assessed to ensure that value 

creation is balanced in order to avoid over or under-investment in specific areas. 
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Customer

Satisfaction /

Retention

Core Product

Sales 

Employee 

Effectiveness

Equipment 

Utilization

Process

Speed & Quality

Direct 
Revenue 

Direct Cost 
Reduction

Equity 

Story

Strategic 

Bets

Employer 

Branding

Brand 

Awareness

Ecological & 

Social 

Sustainability

Technology & 

Data Expertise

Agile Culture & 

Organizational 

Learning

• Digital product is sold for a specific price

• Digital product directly reduces cost (e.g. replacing a formerly 

manual process)

Direct commercial benefits

Inner Ring

• Digital products can have effects on multiple elements of the 

core value chain

• Benefits can mostly be quantified

Indirect, but quantifiable commercial benefits

Middle Ring

• Digital products can contribute to overall strategic business 

elements

• These are typically not easily quantifiable but define long-term 

success

Goodwill-type, less quantifiable benefits

Outer Ring
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STEP 3: VALIDATION 1 2 3 4

Source: This methodology was developed by IoT ONE’s strategic partner Excubate GmbH.



There are four critical success factors for achieving profitable growth in IoT 

markets: Product, Revenue Model, Prospecting, and Distribution.
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STEP 4: MARKET ENTRY

What product portfolio differentiation 

gives you a competitive advantage?

We assess market segmentation, business 

objectives, competitor strategies, and the 

tech landscape to guide product strategy.

How will your revenue model maximize 

growth, retention, and profitability?

A detailed understanding of value delivered, 

customer perception, and sales scenarios 

guides revenue model optimization. 

How will your achieve superior 

distribution in competitive markets?

Driving growth with a lean sales force 

requires effective channel strategy and a 

highly motivated partner ecosystem.

Are you prioritizing the right customers 

and engaging them effectively?

Buyer journeys, buyer personas, value 

propositions and prospecting strategy are all 

oriented around prioritization of use cases. 

REVENUE 

MODEL

PRODUCT

STRATEGY

PROSPECTING

STRATEGY

DISTRIBUTION

CHANNELS

SALES
GROWTH
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The advantage of digital solutions is their ability to benefit multiple stakeholders with 

marginal impact on cost. It is thus critical to ask “Where is value left on the table?”
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Potential Solution Value Realized Solution Value

Aggregate potential value 

generation from external 

and internal sources

Actual value generation 

from external and 

internal sources

Value gap between 

potential value and 

actual value generated

Solution Cost

H

User insight ➣ R&D efficiency

Asset tracking ➣ Service efficiency

Asset tracking ➣ Distribution efficiency

Customer lock-in ➣ cross-selling revenue

Customer segment 3 ➣ direct revenue

Customer segment 2 ➣ direct revenue 

Customer segment 1 ➣ direct revenue 

Asset tracking ➣ Service efficiency

Customer lock-in ➣ cross-selling

Customer segment 2 ➣ direct revenue

Customer segment 1 ➣ direct revenue

L

M

M

L

L

H L

M

L

H
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About IoT ONE
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Our mission is to increase the competitiveness of our clients 

by helping them to realize the opportunities and manage the 

threats that are created by digitalization.

Will you disrupt or be disrupted by the Internet of Things? 

The first Internet wave disrupted retail, media and finance. 

Traditional market leaders declined and new leaders emerged. 

The second Internet wave is now disrupting how products and 

operations create value. It will impact every company that builds or 

operates physical infrastructure, assets and devices. We help 

companies evolve and grow their businesses.

We are known for:

• Expertise in the interface between technology and business.

• A strong foundation in detailed, bottom-up research.

• Deep engagement with domain experts and tech ecosystems.

IoT ONE delivers research services globally and innovation plus

implementation in Asia.

Boston    London    Lausanne    Munich Singapore    Shenzhen    Shanghai

Regional HQ Project Office

ABOUT IOT ONE



IoT ONE Knowledge Domains
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How do you package, price 

and sell digital offerings?

Use Cases

What problems can you solve for 

your customers or operations?

Company EcosystemsTechnology Stack

Which companies are 

relevant to your strategy?

Which technologies 

enable your use case?
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B
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G

Implementation Feasibility

Microenvironment

Business Models

Platforms Applications

Communications

Device Software Device Hardware

Research InstitutesDomain Experts

Startups Venture Capital Software Vendors

Hardware Vendors System Integrators Cloud Providers

Connectivity Providers

Value-added Functionality

Data Monetization

Outcome-based Pricing

X-as-a-Service

Product Service Solution

Macroenvironment

What external factors impact solution development, 

market adoption or system deployment?

Economic

Technical

Regulatory / Legal

Cultural / Social

Demographic

Environmental

ABOUT IOT ONE



Selected IoT ONE clients

LOGISTICS/

SUPPLY CHAIN

IOT COMPONENTS

CONSUMER

PRODUCTS

LIFE SCIENCE /

MATERIAL SCIENCE

EQUIPMENT/ 

MACHINERY

SERVICE FIRMS/

ORGANIZATIONS

INDUSTRIAL

AUTOMATION

SOFTWARE
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www.iotone.com

CONTACT

338 Nanjing West Road, Shanghai, China+86 156 0183 9705

erik.walenza@iotone.com
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